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1,500,000 trips in AmberGO system! 

 

The popularity of the AmberGO system among users of some toll stations shows how desirable 

this solution was. Currently, there are over 194,000 vehicles registered in the system. At the 

end of January, average daily transactions in the AmberGO system reached almost 17%. The 

leader in payments in the AmberGO system is SPO Stanisławie, where traffic in the AmberGO 

system reaches 31%. Plazas in Swarożyn and Pelplin handle 21% and 23% respectively of 

transactions in the AmberGO system.  

 

The AmberGO system, due to its uniqueness and innovative approach to handling electronic 

payments, will be constantly developed. At the beginning, payment for the journey in the 

system was only possible using the Autopay application also available through the Bank 

Millennium application, but at the end of December the system expanded its payment options 

with another application - SkyCash. 

 

The first half of the year is also a period of improving the operation of the AmberGO system so 

that it is the most optimal for the user and so over the past months, the Operator has 

significantly minimized the emerging problems with incorrect reading of the registration 

plates.Currently, the AmberGO system in over 98% correctly reads the registration numbers 

of vehicles entering and leaving the AmberOne A1 Motorway. This is a great result for such 

systems.  

 

Another improvement for users is the additional marking of gates dedicated exclusively to 

AmberGO payments. Bearing in mind the behavior of drivers who do not comply with the 

content of signs placed on the canopies of toll plazas to limit the possibility of incorrect entry 

into the lane dedicated only to AmberGO payments, we have introduced additional illuminated 

boards informing that the lane the car is moving on is dedicated only to electronic payments. 

The boards bear the inscription "Tylko AmberGO / Only AmberGO". These boards are installed 

early enough for the driver who mistakenly are entering the dedicated lane to have time to 

change lane without any problem and without blocking. The introduction of additional marking 

along with the ongoing education of users will help avoid situations in which the driver realizes 

too late that he has found himself on the lane dedicated to AmberGO payments. 

 

What are our plans for the future? The AmberGO system will be further developed, we will 

gradually introduce more electronic payment providers and fleet cards. In addition, along with 
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the growing popularity of the AmberGO system, new gates dedicated solely to electronic 

payments will be introduced on the main plazas. The option of paying in the AmberGO system 

on all AmberOne A1 motorway gates, including collector's gates, will remain unchanged. 

 

AmberGO has a chance to affect the flow of traffic at the gates and help unload congestion 

during the holiday season. However, the number of active users of the AmberGO system will 

determine its effectiveness. The necessary minimum to feel the effects of the system is 30-

40% of active AmberGO users. Registration in the AmberGO system pays off even if we use 

the motorway once a year, especially during the holiday season. Then it comes to the largest 

accumulation in traffic and then AmberGO can help, as it increases the throughput of the 

gate three times. 

 

We strive to make the system available for every type of daily, occasional driver or driver 

traveling by AmberOne on business. We hope that thanks to the combination of a modern 

solution provided by the AmberGO automatic payment system and the involvement of users, 

we will be able to unload the bottlenecks. 

 

All information on AmberGO with instructions for use can be found at www.a1.com.pl. 

AmberGO and you're driving! 

 


